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Get ready to explore the world of science through art with
these open-ended experiments! Science Arts introduces the
scientific magic of crystals, light, constellations, plants, and
more through creative art projects. Each of the more than 100
hands-on projects is designed to help children discover
essential science topics through a creative process unique to
each individual. Concepts include light and sight, motion and
energy, and nature and ecology. Science Arts provides both
teachers and parents with a diverse range of activities for
making science creative, fun and fascinating. The possibilities
are wide open and endless!
90 children's books are s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-d five different ways
with lively learning activities.
"Good Earth Art" contains over 200 easy fun art projects that
develop an awareness of the environment and a caring
attitude towards the earth. Projects use common materials
collected from nature or recycled. The book is filled with
sensible creative ideas to help recycle and reuse through art,
for all ages, and includes a charted Table of Contents, two
indexes, and a great list of environmental resources. 1992
Benjamin Franklin Gold Award 1992 Midwest Book
Association Gold Award for Excellence
Give your child a smart start with the revised and updated
What Your First Grader Needs to Know What will your child
be expected to learn in the first grade? How can you help him
or her at home? How can teachers foster active, successful
learning in the classroom? This book answers these allimportant questions and more, offering the specific shared
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knowledge
that hundreds of parents and teachers across the
nation have agreed upon for American first graders. Featuring
a new Introduction, filled with opportunities for reading aloud
and fostering discussion, this first-grade volume of the
acclaimed Core Knowledge Series presents the sort of
knowledge and skills that should be at the core of a
challenging first-grade education. Inside you’ll discover •
Favorite poems—old and new, such as “The Owl and the
Pussycat,” “Wynken, Blynken, and Nod,” and “Thirty Days
Hath September” • Beloved stories—from many times and
lands, including a selection of Aesop’s fables, “Hansel and
Gretel,” “All Stories Are Anansi’s,” “The Tale of Peter
Rabbit,” and more • Familiar sayings and phrases—such as
“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you” and
“Practice makes perfect” • World and American history and
geography—take a trip down the Nile with King Tut and learn
about the early days of our country, including the story of
Jamestown, the Pilgrims, and the American Revolution •
Visual arts—fun activities plus reproductions of masterworks
by Leonardo da Vinci, Vincent van Gogh, Paul Cézanne,
Georgia O’Keeffe, and others • Music—engaging
introductions to great composers and music, including
classical music, opera, and jazz, as well as a selection of
favorite children’s songs • Math—a variety of activities to help
your child learn to count, add and subtract, solve problems,
recognize geometrical shapes and patterns, and learn about
telling time • Science—interesting discussions of living things
and their habitats, the human body, the states of matter,
electricity, our solar system, and what’s inside the earth, plus
stories of famous scientists such as Thomas Edison and
Louis Pasteur
Provides instructions for more than one hundred arts and
crafts for children to make using common household items
Puppetry is an exciting, flexible, malleable art form that can
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engage
the creative forces of children or adults. Puppets can
not only tell a story, they can be used to enhance the
curriculum, present an idea or a concept in a compelling way,
or teach any number of necessary skills. Children and adults
presenting a puppet play are given a sense of their own
inventive power. This reference work offers an A to Z view of
working with puppets. It covers everything from the basic
strategies of advertising and marketing puppet productions, to
assembling the puppets out of household materials such as
paper bags, cereal boxes, or gloves, to the more elaborate
sculpting of armatures. Stages, curtains and props are also
discussed along with the history of puppetry. Numerous
illustrations give a visual of many of the finished products.
This work concludes with an annotated bibliography and
index.
With its comprehensive curriculum providing a sound basis in
the fundamentals of math, art, history, language arts, science,
and technology, the phenomenally successful Core
Knowledge series has become an esteemed tool for parents
and teachers striving to better educate today's children. And
since it is agreed that the first years of schooling are crucial to
a child's lifetime educational achievements, it is no wonder
that parents and teachers alike have been asking for a
volume for kindergartners. This primer for those just
beginning their school careers was devised with the
contributions of over 2,000 parents, educators and students,
distilled into a user-friendly volume specifically designed for
parents to use with their children. Eighty pages of four-color
illustrations enliven the new, bold design of this latest title in a
series adopted by hundreds of schools nationwide and
appreciated by thousands of adults looking to instill in
children a lifetime love of learning.
A little science, a little arts and crafts, a little math, a lot
creative and a whole lot of fun! Full of activities and ideas that
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free reign to students' curiosity and stretch their
creativity. Opportunities to investigate, create and discover in
all areas of the curriculum. Clear step-by-step instructions
make the activities easy and fun for students, while the aims
and objectives, extension activities and assessment tools
make it a helpful resource for teachers.

Bring out the child in you with adventurous art
beyond your wildest imagination. Each art activity is
larger than life in scope and fun! Try the Biggest
Ever Bubble Prints, Broom Painting, Plunger Art, or
the Titanic Simple Weave to delight children with the
process of art.
The invaluable grade-by-grade guide
(kindergarten—sixth) is designed to help parents and
teachers select some of the best books for children.
Books to Build On recommends: • for
kindergartners, lively collections of poetry and
stories, such as The Children’s Aesop, and
imaginative alphabet books such as Bill Martin, Jr.’s
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom and Lucy Micklewait’s I
Spy: An Alphabet in Art • for first graders, fine books
on the fine arts, such as Ann Hayes’s Meet the
Orchestra, the hands-on guide My First Music Book,
and the thought-provoking Come Look with Me
series of art books for children • for second graders,
books that open doors to world cultures and history,
such as Leonard Everett Fisher’s The Great Wall of
China and Marcia Willaims’s humorous Greek
Myths for Young Children • for third graders, books
that bring to life the wonders
of ancient Rome, such
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as Living in Ancient Rome, and fascinating books
about astronomy, such as Seymour Simon’s Our
Solar System • for fourth graders, engaging books
on history, including Jean Fritz’s Shh! We're Writing
the Constitution, and many books on Africa,
including the stunningly illustrated story of Sundiata:
Lion King of Mali • for fifth graders, a version of
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream that
retains much of the original language but condenses
the play for reading or performance by young
students, and Michael McCurdy’s Escape from
Slavery: The Boyhood of Frederick Douglass • for
sixth graders, an eloquent retelling of the Iliad and
the Odyssey, and the well-written American history
series, A History of US . . . and many, many more!
Discovering Great Artists is a creative collection of
easy art-appreciation activities for children. Kids will
find 110 amazingly fun and unique projects to
experience the styles and techniques of the great
masters from the Renaissance to the present. A brief
biography of each artist is included with each fully
illustrated, child-tested art activity that introduces the
featured painting. Artists include painters, sculptors,
photographers and more.
A collection of ideas for activities to use in
conjunction with over 90 children's books.
The best 50 clay, dough, modeling and amazing
mixture activities from the original award-winning
book, "Mudworks", are presented in a butterfly-page
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format -- Spanish on the left and English on the right
-- for art exploration and enjoyment by kids of all
ages. Extra easy for kids' caring adults. Plenty of
indexes and Resource Lists in both Spanish and
English. If you want to brush up on your Spanish, or
learn it for the first time, this book will help you do it.
Trying to learn English? Enjoy!! ""Mudworks
Bilingual" provides a unique opportunity for children,
parents, teachers, and grandparents to read and
create art together without language barriers,
bringing Familia closer together. I highly recommend
it!" ~ Edward James Olmos, film and stage actor,
and head of latino reading programs in Los Angeles.
Action Art: Hands-On Active Art Adventures is A
Collection of Over 100 Active Hands-On Art
Experiences for Children 2-12, Full of Adventure,
Movement, and Discovery. FOR SCHOOLS •
HOMESCHOOLS • MUSEUMS• LIBRARIES •
CHILDCARE • HOME Shelving: ART ACTIVITIES •
EDUCATION • PARENTING Over 100 actionpacked art activities bring discovery and
adventurous creativity to children's art experiences
that will delight and challenge kids of all ages. Each
child-tested art activity is grouped into engaging
action categories including: 1.Smacking • Squeezing
• Tapping 2.Rolling • Spinning • Swinging 3.Blowing
• Exploding • Smooshing 4.Tools • Toys • Utensils
5.Up • Down • All Around Full color photographs
highlight all activities including painting,
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photography, collage and sculpture, each with
helpful icons indicating levels for both children and
adults. Action Art experiences are built on the
knowledge that art for children is a creative process
and not just a finished product. MaryAnn Kohl is
famous around the world for encouraging children to
experience creative art exploration best known as
"process art". Action Art offers 5 chapters of exciting
and adventurous creative art activities, all with
surprise outcomes, including - Blowing Glitter,
Dancing Blottos, Bubble Wrap, Boot Walk, Clear
Color Squish
"ScienceArts" builds upon natural curiosity as
children experience and explore basic science
concepts as they create over 200 beautiful and
amazing art experiments. Projects use common
household materials and art supplies. The art
activities are open-ended and easy to do with one
science-art experiment per page, fully illustrated and
kid-tested. The book inclues three indexes and an
innovative charted Table of Contents. Suitable for
home, school, museum programs, or childcare, all
ages. Kids call this the "ooo-ahhh" book. Examples
of projects include: - Crystal Bubbles - Dancing
Rabbits - Building Beans - Magnetic Rubbing Stencil Leaves - Magic Cabbage - Marble Sculpture Immiscibles - Paint Pendulum - Ice Structures Bottle Optics - Erupting Colors - Chromatography
1993 Benjamin Franklin Gold Award,
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Education/Teaching/Academic 1993 Benjamin
Franklin Silver Award, Interior Design 1993 Benjamin
Franklin Silver Award, Book Cover 1993 Washington
Press Communicator Award, First Place Winner,
Non-Fiction Book
Finally, homeschoolers have a comprehensive guide
to designing a homeschool curriculum, from one of
the country's foremost homeschooling experts. ,
Rebecca Rupp presents a structured plan to ensure
that your children will learn what they need to know
when they need to know it, from preschool through
high school. Based on the traditional pre-K through
12th-grade structure, Home Learning Year by Year
features: The integral subjects to be covered within
each grade Standards for knowledge that should be
acquired by your child at each level Recommended
books to use as texts for every subject Guidelines for
the importance of each topic: which knowledge is
essential and which is best for more expansive study
based on your child's personal interests Suggestions
for how to sensitively approach less academic
subjects, such as sex education and physical fitness
This comprehensive, up-to-date art methods text
presents fundamental theories, principles, creative
approaches, and resources for art teaching in
elementary through middle school.
"Discovering Great Artists" has 75 great artists
featured in 110 amazingly fun and unique quality art
appreciation activities for children. They will
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experience the styles and techniques of the great
masters, from the Renaissance to the Present. A
brief biography of each artist is included with a fully
illustrated, child-tested art activity, featuring painting,
drawing, sculpture, photography, architecture, and
more. Includes such greats as Da Vinci,
Michelangelo, Rembrandt, Monet, Degas, Picasso,
Van Gogh, Dali, Matisse, Pollock, and O'Keeffe.
1998 Benjamin Franklin Silver Award, 2002 Practical
Homeschooling Reader Award. Full "click-to"
resource guide at Bright Ring's website to show each
artist's most famous works. Some activity examples
are: Da Vinci - Invention Art Michelangelo - Fresco
Plaque Rembrandt - Shadowy Faces Monet - Dabble
in Paint Degas - Resist in Motion Picasso- Fractured
Friend Van Gogh - Starry Night Pollock - Action
Splatter 1997 Benjamin Franklin Silver Award,
Education 2003 Practical Homeschooling Award, 3rd
Place 2007 Practical Homeschooling Reader Award
in the art appreciation category, 3rd place. 2009
Practical Homeschooling Reader Award in the art
appreciation category,1st Place
Let children experience the learning power of play!
Let’s Play is a handbook full of child-led, openended learning adventures. The 39 fresh, fun, and
budget-friendly activities (plus more than 225 play
variations) are packed with learning that helps
children develop important motor, cognitive,
language, and social skills. These activity starters
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were all tested by a slew of early childhood
professionals and approved by the children they
work with. Building on the early learning principles
presented in the author team’s first book together,
Let Them Play: An Early Learning (Un)Curriculum,
they also support your transition to a play-based,
child-led (un)curriculum. Jeff A. Johnson has more
than twenty years of early childhood experience as a
former child care center director and current family
child care business owner. He is a popular keynote
speaker, trainer, and author of six books. Denita
Dinger has been a child care provider for more than
ten years and is a frequent speaker at early
childhood conferences, focusing on the topics of
hands-on and play-based learning. This is her
second book.
Discover the cognitive tools that lead to creative
thinking and problem-solving with this “well-written
and easy-to-follow” guide (Library Journal). Explore
the “thinking tools” of extraordinary people, from
Albert Einstein and Jane Goodall to Mozart and
Virginia Woolf, and learn how you can practice the
same imaginative skills to become your creative
best. With engaging narratives and examples,
Robert and Michèle Root-Bernstein investigate
cognitive tools such as observing, recognizing
patterns, modeling, playing, and more. Sparks of
Genius is “a clever, detailed and demanding fitness
program for the creative mind” and a
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groundbreaking guidebook for anyone interested in
imaginative thinking, lifelong learning, and
transdisciplinary education (Kirkus Reviews). “How
different the painter at the easel and the physicist in
the laboratory! Yet the Root-Bernsteins recognize
the deep-down similarity of all creative thinking,
whether in art or science. They demonstrate this
similarity by comparing the accounts that various
pioneers and inventors have left of their own creative
processes: for Picasso just as for Einstein, for Klee
just as for Feynman, the creative impulse always
begins in vision, in emotion, in intuition. . . . With a
lavishly illustrated chapter devoted to each tool,
readers quickly realize just how far the imagination
can stretch.” —Booklist “A powerful book . . . Sparks
of Genius presents radically different ways of
approaching problems.” —American Scientist
Shows how to use such children's books as "Are
You My Mother?" "A Pocket for Corduroy," and Ezra
Jack Keats's "The Snowy Day" as a basis for
activities in writing, art, science, and math.
Bring creativity into the classroom using Everyday
Art for the Classroom Teacher for grades 4 and up!
This 144-page resource features short, easy
activities designed for a busy classroom. The book
includes more than 110 seasonal arts-and-crafts
projects and activities, and most of the projects
require only standard school supplies. Projects
include creating class election tags, a color wheel, a
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dreidel, holiday tetrahedrons, and stained glass
butterflies. This book is a perfect addition to any
hands-on class.
Clay is universally recognized as a medium of
creative expression, and it also has great potential
for therapeutic application. These two properties of
clay are celebrated together in a book that explores
the history, theory and techniques of claywork in
eliciting therapeutic outcomes. Vignettes and case
material explain and expand the text, which
interweaves an appreciation of clay in art with many
practical suggestions for its use in therapy. By
according equal status to aesthetic outcomes and
artistic integrity, the author offers a new and holistic
approach to claywork. Practitioners and educators in
the fields of therapy and art will find his book to be
an essential source of information and ideas.
"Preschoolers, art teachers, adventurous parents,
and most anyone who likes to play in mud, peanut
butter, playdough, papier-mache, and similar
mediums will be ecstatic over Kohl's book. There are
more than 100 recipes for dough, plaster, clay and
other modeling mixtures that can be used for just
plain fun or serious art".--ALA Booklist. Recipient of
the 1990 Benjamin Franklin Award and the ALA
Booklist Starred Review.
Action Art: Hands-On Active Art Adventures is A
Collection of Over 100 Active Hands-On Art Experiences
for Children 2-12, Full of Adventure, Movement, and
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Discovery.
FOR SCHOOLS • HOMESCHOOLS •
MUSEUMS• LIBRARIES • CHILDCARE • HOME
Shelving: ART ACTIVITIES • EDUCATION •
PARENTING Over 100 action-packed art activities bring
discovery and adventurous creativity to children’s art
experiences that will delight and challenge kids of all
ages. Each child-tested art activity is grouped into
engaging action categories including: 1.) Smacking •
Squeezing • Tapping 2.) Rolling • Spinning • Swinging
3.) Blowing • Exploding • Smooshing 4.) Tools • Toys •
Utensils 5.) Up • Down • All Around Full color
photographs highlight all activities including painting,
photography, collage and sculpture, each with helpful
icons indicating levels for both children and adults.
Action Art experiences are built on the knowledge that
art for children is a creative process and not just a
finished product. MaryAnn Kohl is famous around the
world for encouraging children to experience creative art
exploration best known as “process art”. Action Art
offers 5 chapters of exciting and adventurous creative art
activities, all with surprise outcomes, including – Blowing
Glitter Dancing Blottos Bubble Wrap Boot Walk Clear
Color Squish
A little science, a little arts and crafts, a little math, a lot
creative and a whole lot of fun! This packet is full of
activities and ideas that give free reign to students'
curiosity and stretch their creativity. There are
opportunities to investigate, create and discover in all
areas of the curriculum. Clear step-by-step instructions
make the activities easy and fun for students, while the
aims and objectives, extension activities and assessment
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make it a helpful resource for teachers.
Anyone who likes to play in mud, playdough, papiermache and similar mediums will love this book of over
125 clays, doughs, and modeling mixtures you can make
yourself. The first chapter alone has 31 playdough
recipes! Mudworks uses common household materials
and requires no expertise. Ideal for fun or serious art for
all ages, for home, school, or childcare. Also available in
a bilingual Spanish and English version in eBook format,
"Mudworks Bilingual". 1990 Benjamin Franklin Gold
Award 1990 American Library Association (ALA) Starred
Review 1995 ALA "Best of the Best" Books & Media for
Children
Provides detailed instruction for many different kinds of
creative art work for children.
The groundbreaking work of Harvard University
psychologist Howard Gardner on multiple intelligences
and Tufts University psychologist David Henry Feldman
on nonuniversal development is fast becoming the
standard by which children's intelligence and cognitive
development is understood. In this landmark threevolume set, Mara Krechevsky and her colleagues at
Project Zero make these insights available for both
teachers and scholars alike. This curriculum resource
provides enriching activities in a wide variety of
disciplines, including mechanics and construction,
movement, and music.
Includes instructions and recipes for making such
creations as pinwheel sandwiches, frozen color pops,
sentence sandwiches, and cantaloupe canoes
Hundreds of budget-friendly projects include edible
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homemade
goodies, holiday decorations, toys, musical
instruments, and gifts made from wood, metal, glass,
leather, clay, and found objects
From the Introduction: "What kind of knowledge and
skills can your child be expected to learn in second
grade at school? How can you help your child at home?
These are questions that we try to answer in this book. It
presents the sort of knowledge and skills—in literature,
reading and writing, history and geography, visual arts,
music, mathematics, and science—that should be at the
core of a challenging second-grade education. Because
children and localities differ greatly across this big,
diverse country, so do second-grade classrooms. But all
communities, including classrooms, require some
common ground for communication and learning. In this
book we present the specific shared knowledge that
hundreds of parents and teachers across the nation have
agreed upon for American second graders. This core is
not a comprehensive prescription for everything that
every second grader needs to know. Such a complete
prescription would be rigid and undesirable. But the book
does offer a solid common ground that will enable young
students to become active, successful learners in their
classroom community and later in the larger communities
we live in—town, state, nation, and world." BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from What Your Third Grader
Needs to Know.

An illustrated guide for 32 different Early Childhood
Learning Centers.
Provides recipes and formulas for classroom
projects, including paints, salt map mixtures,
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volcanic action concoctions, candles, paper, bubble
solutions, slippery slime, and edible clay
39 teacher-tested, child-approved play-based
adventures that are packed with endless learning
opportunities.
75 great American masters are introduced through
open-ended quality art activities allowing kids to
explore great art styles from colonial times to the
present. Each child-tested art activity presents a
biography, full color artwork, and techniques
covering painting, drawing, sculpture, photography,
architecture, and more. Special art options for very
young children are included. Many great artists will
be familiar names, like Cassatt, Warhol, and
O'Keeffe. Other names will be new to some, like
Asawa, Smithson, and Magee. Each featured artist
has a style that is interesting to children, with a life
history that will entertain and inspire them. Sample of
some of the artists and companion activities: Andy
Warhol - Package Design Bev Doolittle Camouflage Draw Dale Chihuly - Pool Spheres
Maya Lin - Memorial Plaque Jasper Johns Encaustic Flag Joseph Raffael - Shiny Diptych Roy
Lichtenstein - Comic Sounds Thomas Jefferson Clay Keystone Edward Hopper - Wash Over Grant
Wood - Gothic Paste-Up Wolf Kahn - Layered Pastel
Jackson Pollock - Great Action Art Mary Cassatt Back-Draw Monoprint Louis Comfort Tiffany - Bright
Windows Hans Hofmann - Energetic Color Blocks
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Rube Goldberg - Contraption Georgia O'Keeffe Paint with Distance 2009 Moonbeam Children's
Bronze Award 2009 Benjamin Franklin Award
Anyone working with preschoolers and early primary
age children will want this book. Over 200 activities
teach children to explore and understand their world
through open-ended art experiences that emphasize
the process of art, not the product. Activities are
included for painting, drawing, collage, sculpture,
and construction.
An assortment of activities representing different
cultures throughout the world
"Storybook Art" is the long awaited literacy
connection to art with 100 easy art activities inspired
by 100 great picture book illustrators and their awardwinning books -- both favorite classics and classics
to be. Each activity has a personal quote by the
illustrator, a child-sketched portrait, clear line art, and
easy to follow materials and open-ended steps that
value individual expression. The book is loaded with
children's original art, a special resource chapter with
awards and website links, birthday list of illustrators,
and a unique chart of contents. No expertise is
needed. Everyday materials like crayons, glue,
scissors, and paint will allow young illustrators to
blossom while learning to love readin with a new
awareness or art, illustration and technique.
Art and literature are essential components of a
child's education that encourage creativity, selfPage 17/18
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expression, and abstract, critical thinking. These
skills, in turn, help a child excel in math, science,
reading, and drama. However, traditional educational
settings often destroy a child's innate self-esteem
and creativity. Art and Children is an indispensable
aid to educators and librarians interested in helping
young children achieve their artistic and creative
potential. This teaching aid provides thematic, unitbased activities that use art and literature to develop
skills such as interpretation, self-expression, critical
thinking, experiential learning, and problem solving.
Accompanied by numerous examples, it offers stepby-step suggestions on how to plan, implement, and
present these units and their related activities.
Addresses of art suppliers are also provided.
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